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In the paper con,estion problems in swi tchin, net works composed of 
digital switching matrices are studied. In the first part of the 
paper some modifications of the PPL-method for the determination of 
loss probability are reported. Then, the influence of eight path 
search procedures on traffic performance of the considered kind of 
net works is investigated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper congestion aspect of switching net works composed of digital 
swi tching matrices (DSMs) are studied. DSMs mix in the same chip, or in the 
same printed circuit board, time and space switching [1). In the matrix 
information can be transferred from any channel of any incoming PCM link to any 
channel of any outgoing PCM link. The introduction of digital switching 
ma tr ices is changing design concepts for digital switching net works. The 
structures and some features of various switching networks composed of such 
elements have been discussed in several papers [2], [5), [6). In this paper we 
shall present new results involving two important remaining problems: the 
determination of loss probability and the influence of advanced path search 
procedures on the traffic characteristics of the considered kind of networks. 

In Section 2. we shall describe a modification of the well known PPL-method for 
the calculation of loss probability, in order to use the method for switching 
networks composed of DSMs. Section 3 is devoted to comparison of the traffic 
characteristics of the switching networks when using different control 
algori thms, including repacking procedures. 

2. METHOD FOR LOSS CALCULATION 

Exact calculation of loss probability in switching networks of practical size 
very complex. However. there exist several approximate methods. One of the best 
known is the PPL-method [11J. This method has been developed by Lotze, Roeder 
and Thierer practically only for single linkage networks. except for a few 
special examples of "-- and 6-stage networks with multiple links. We extend the 
PPL-method for swi tchin, net works composed of DSMs, i.e. net works in which 
awi tches in consecutive sta,es are connected by PCM links carrying a 
JIlultiplicity of channels. 

The PPL-method is based on the idea of effective accessibility. This means that 
a multista,e switching networks is mapped onto a 108s and load equivalent one
stale gradin,. Calculating effective accessibility we should take into account 
the momentary states of all parts of the connection ,raph which connects source 
and destination switches. In order to reduce the cost of computations only the 
state probabilities of the first and last stales are considered. For 
intermediate sta,es only the mean values of traffic y J in a switch of sta,e j 
are taken into account. 
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Effective accessibility 'denotes the _ number of inlets of the destination switch 
which can effectively be accessed from a ca11in, inlet of the ori,inating 
awitch. The expression "accessibility" is defined as follows: 

- all accessible idle trunks of the trunk ,roup leadin, to the destinations 
SWitch, and 

- all t~ese occupied links connected to this destinations switch which can 
be accessed and therefore can be re-occupied as soon as they become idle. 

This definition is in full a,reement with the definition of accessiblli ty 
concernine a one-stage ,radin,. Effecti ve accessibility is calculated in 
different ways depending on the number of sta,es, path allocation modes, and 
whether a single linkage or a multiple linkage is applied. 

Let us consider the network shown in Fig. 1. Such a net work can be considered 
as a spatial equivalent of a network composed of DSMs [10]. The basic formulas 
for the loss probability are as follows: 

1 ni-: ms-l 
Bpp = [l-p(nl I) . [l-p (ms)]' P(xl I LP (x. l'c (x •• keff (xl» 

xl=O xs=O 

(1 ) 

for PCTl, and 

for peT2, where 
- P(xl) is the probability that Xl out of nl inlets in a first-sta,e switch 

are occupied; 
- p(xs ) is the probability that Xs out of ms outlets of the destination 

switch in the last sta,e are occupied; 
c(xs ,keff(xl» is the blocking probability of the hunted destination 
,roup (consistine of ns links), if Xl outlets of the source switch and Xs 
inlets of the destination switch are occupied; 

- keff(Xl) is the effective accessibility when Xl out of nl inlets in a 
first-sta,e switch are occupied. 

The probability P(xl) is calculated in different ways depending on the input 
traffic type. For peTl we can assume the Erlang formula as a ,ood approximation 
of p (x 1)' Hence. 

Xl 
Aa 

P(xl ) 
XlI 

(3 ) = 

~ ~ i r 
i=O 

where Ao=Yl/[l-El,n (Aa)] denotes a fictitious offered traffic and is deter
mined by iteration I for the prescribed carried traffic per switch Y1' For PCT2 
the probability P(x1) is calculated by usin, Bemoul!i distribution 

(4) 

where y is the carried traffic per each inlet. 

The probability P(xl) is calculated dependin, on the wirin, mode behind the 
.ast sta,e of the switchin, network. In networks with TDM (TilDe Division 
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FIGURE i 
Structure of three-stage network. n
number of inlets, m-number of outlets, 
i-number of parallel links between the 
same switches. 

FIGURE 2-

n· I 

Three-stage network composed of ~. 
n-number of PCH links. v-number of PCH 
links between the same switches, f
number of channels in a PCH link. 

Multiplex) wirin, in which ms outlets of one switch of the last stage 
represents one trunk group, the Erlang distribution is applied 

~s 
xsr 

i=O 

where Ao = Ys/(l-El,m (Ao)l is detenmined iteratively. 
s 

The blocking probability c(xs ,keff(xl» is defined as follows 

(kef;~X1») 
(kef;~X1») 

Because keff (x 1) can be a noninteger value, we can calculate it as follows 

{

i, for xs=ns; 

c(xs ,keff(xl»= c(xs +i,keff(xl»·(i-keff(xl)/(xs+i»). for keff(xl),xs <ns ; 

O. for O,xs<keff (xi)' 

The effective accessibility keff is composed of three terms, i.e. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7 ) 

For multilinkage network we propose the following formulas for calculating 
these terms. 

Term A denotes the average number of idle inlets to the destination switch that 
can be accessed from the source switch via one or more chains of idle links • . 
when Xl out of all outlets in the source switch are momentarily occupied. 
Therefore, 
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(9 ) 

Term B represents that avera,e fractional part of t.he xl occupied outlets in 
the first -sta,e switch which are connected with the considered switch. As soon 
as they become idle. they are ready for immediate reoccupancy. Hence. 

(10 ) 

Analo,ously, term C represents that fractional part of the number of occupied 
outlets in the second sta,e switches that are: 

- accessible via idle outlets from the first sta,e. 
- connected via an occupied link from sta,e 2. to the destination switch. 

Thus, 

(11 ) 

The validity of the simulation method has been carefully checked by numbers 
simulation runs. using the SISNET simulation pro,ram [81. [91. For each loss 
value at least 100000 calls have been simulated. In Fi,. 3 we present samplin,s 
o-f results -for a three-sta,e net work composed of DSMs, such as is shown in Fig. 
2. In this case the calculations and simulation have been carried out -for a 
network having the -following parameters: ui=m=r=8, -fi=fo=4, v=l. and for PCT2. 
The vertical lines indicate the 95:1. confidence intervals. 

3. INFLUENCE OF PATH SEARCH PROCEDURES ON TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE 

Analytical results obtained using the method described in Section 2 are valid 
under the assumption that random hunting strategy is applied in the switching 
network. However. the application of non-random strategies may result in the 
lowering of the probability o-f loss (4). 

We have investigated by means o-f the SISNET program the influence o-f the 
following eight path search procedures on the tra-ffic per-formance o-f digital 
swi tching net works: 

Ai. The call-originating switch selects a -free channel in PCM outgoing links 
starting from the first channel of the first link. I-f there is no free 
channel or we cannot reach the destination switch because all channels in 
the PCM link to the next stage are occupied, the ori,ina tin, switch will 
try the succeeding PCM link. 

A2. The call-originating switch selects a free channel starting from a 
channel in the outgoing PCM link whose number is ,reater by one than the 
number of the last occupied channel. The next links are searched one after 
the other. 

A3. The call-originating switch tries to select a path throu,h the most 
occupied switch of the next sta,e. The switches are searched in order of 
decreasin, occupancy. 

A4. The call-ori,inating switch tries to select a path throu,h the least 
occupied awi tch of the next sta,e. 

A5. The call-ori.inat.in, swit.ch select.s a free channel in the PCH out,oing 
links in order of increasin, occupancy of these links. always trying the 
least occupied link first. 
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FIGURE 3 
Comparison of analytical and simula
tion results. 
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FIGURE 4 
Probability of loss versus carried 
traffic per inlet for various path 
search procedures. 

A6. The call-originating awi tch selects a free channel in order of 
decreasing occupancy of the outgoing links. always trying the most 
occupied link first. 

AT. The call-originating switch A and the destination switch B establish a 
new path between them in the following way. The first packet to switch B 
carries information on the occupancy of links out,oing from switch A. 
a=(a1.a2 •...• an). Switch B compares a with b=(b1.b2 •...• bn) (the occupancy 
of incoming PCM links to switch B) and selects links with the smallest 
max(ai.bi)' If several links have the same smallest max(ai.bi). switch B 
chooses links with smaller min(ai.bi) and if a tie occurs again. chooses 
the links having a lower index. Then switch B sends the second packet to 
switch A with information on the selected PCM links. 

AB. As a path between switch A and switch B is disconnected. switch A 
initiates rearrangement of paths out,oin, from this SWitch, but if only 
and if any of its out,oin, links have more than k channels active and 
max(xi)-min(xi) > I, where xi is the occupancy of i-th PCM link and k and 
1 are fixed constants. Switch A rearran,es all paths according to 
algorithm AT. 

Procedures AS, AT and .A8 have been proposed by Odlyzko and Das [12]. A 
centralized version of procedure A8 has been studied by Beshai and Ga,nier (3). 
In Fi,. "some results are shown for the network of Fi,. i, having the 
followin, parameters: ui=m=r=8, fi=fO=4, v=i. In order to make the fi,ure more 
readable we have omitted lines indicatin, the confidence intervals and curves 
related to procedures Ai and A2. Application of procedure Ai result in a 
.li,htly hi,her loss than in the case of procedure A3, and application of 
procedure A2 (which can be treated as a random huntin, strate,y) ,ives results 
very cloae to the resulta obtained by procedure A4. 
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As is seen the best ,rade of aervice is obtained when uaing procedure A8, and 
the worst when usin, procedure A6. Procedures A3 and A5, based on the .election 
of the most occupied awitch and ' the leaat occupied PCM link, reapectively. ,ive 
aiml1ar values for loss probability. Explanation of this virtual paradox is 
relatively simple. The preservation of access to the lar,eat posaible number of 
aecond-sta,e switches by a ,iven first-sta,e awitch is the factor which 
determines the value for loss probability. Procedures A3 and A5 act in this 
way. Procedure A3 tends to establiah a connectin, path throu,h the most 
occupied middle-sta,e switch which, in turn. forms a kind of reserve composed 
of the remainin, switches of this sta,e. Such a reserve is used only in case it 
1s not possible to set up the connection throu,h the most occupied awi tch. 

Access to the middle switches as also preserved 1n the case of the application 
of procedure A5, although the operation of this procedure is quite different 
than the operation of procedure A3. The application of procedure A5 leads to 
uniform loadin, of the second-sta,e awitches. The PCM links outgoin, from 
first-stage switches are also loaded uniformly. Because of this a ,iven first
sta,e awitch has access to a relatively lar,e number of second-sta,e switches 
(out,oing PCM links contain free channels), which. in many cases, makes it 
possible to aet up a connecting path. 

Procedures A~ and A6 work in an opposite way than procedures A3 and A5, 
respectively. Procedure A7 leads to uniform loading of links between the first 
and the second stages, similarly as in the case of procedure A5. However. 
differently than for procedure A5. the occupancy of links between the second 
and the third stages 1s also taken into account. The occupancy of the links is 
even more uniform when procedure AB is used. In this case we prevent by 
rearran,ements of caUs some chan,es of uniformity due to disconnections. 

~. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have investigated problems connected with congestion in 
switchin, networks composed of DSMs. First. the applicability of the PPL-method 
for the determination of loss probability has been evaluated. As has been shown 
the chosen method for calculating effective accessibility yields ,ood results. 
Some errors are due to the fact that in the investigated networks the outgoing 
trunk group (i.e. one outgoing PCM link) does not contain all outlets of a last 
stage SWitch, but only a part of them. Links in the different ,roups are hunted 
independently of the states of other ones. Therefore, the Erlang distribution 
can be applied only within those trunk groups. 

The second part of this paper shows that the appropriate selection of a path 
search procedure has a significant influence on a network's performance. The 
best results from the compared procedures are ,iven procedure AB which employs 
distributed control caU rearran,ements. Further improvement is possible by 
usin, other rearrangement procedures requiring central control [~l. [7l. 
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